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TECHNICAL Ji1EORANUN NO. 599 
RIVETING INMETAL AIRPLANE CONSTRUCTION 
By Wilhelm Pleiies 
PART IV 
•	 Strength of Riveted 3oints in .Duralumin (concluded) 
Comparative Tests'with Riveted Joints 
Sub'eqüert comparison tests were made to determine the 
crushing strength of a riveted joint, in order to define the 
difference in crushing strength betweeni 'a strictly bolted and 
a riveted joint. •These experiments were confined to tests par-
allel to our Test Series 1 (Part III - N.A.C.A. Technical Memo-
randum o..598). Our Object *as to tabulate , the crushing 
strengtI. by f•ailure on' various plate thicknesses for a one-rivet 
double-shear riveted joint. The dimensions' of the specimens 
were as described in Test Procedure, Part III ; page 7. The butt 
straps were twice as thick as the ri,vet plate; the shear strength 
of the rivets was fa.r above the strength of the plates. The 
rivets were of the same material and were driven within three 
hours after annealing (See Figure 118, and Table XXXIX). 
* Il Nietverfahren im i.etailflugzeugbau.	 From Luftfahrtforschuflg, 
Vol. VII, N 0 . 1, April 30, 1930, pp . 58-72. 
For Parts I, II, and III, see N.A.C.A. Tedinical Memorandums Nos. 
596, 597 and 598.
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• TABLE XXXIX 
Dimensions of Test Specimens 
• Plate Duralumin 681 B 1/3 
_______________ 
thicKnessI 
Plate
__________ ________ _________________________ 
thickness b ci r = e 
mm mm mm mm %ci 
0.3 18.0 3.1 7.45 2.4 d. 
0.5 18.0 3,1 7.45 2.4 ci 
0.8 24.0 4.1 9.95 2.42 ci 
1.0 30.0 .1 12.45 2.44 ci 
1.5 36.0 6.1 14.95 2.45 ci --
TABLE XXXIX (cont.) ___ 
Duralumin 681 B 1/3 tiis . 
Plate I. thickness b	 .. ci r = e 
mm mm mm 
0.5 18.0 3.1 
0.8 18.0 a.1 7.45 
0.8 24.0 4.1 9.95 
1.0	 . 30.0 .1 12.45 
1.5 36.0 6.1 14.95
Specimen 
a 
b 
C 
ci 
e 
S p e c iic e ri 
a 
0 
C 
ci 
e
bolt 
hole
D 
mm 
6.0 
6.0 
8.0 
10.0 
10,0 
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TABLE XXXX 
Crushing Strength by Failure of Riveted Plates
of Varying Thicknesses 
•
°f Cruing 
p'ate Hole hole . Ultimate strength 
Spepirilen thickness diameter .	 not load by 
riveted P. failure 
•	 .	 . s. .	 . d f.=sd
.
P 
• . irm kg 1/mm2 
•1 ______• • 
•	 I	 •. i	 0.30 ..	 0 0.93	 .	 •.. .	 118 126.0 
2 0.32 0.99 118 119.0 
3.; .	 .	 0.295 ...	 •., .0.92. 115 125.0 
4 0.29 0.90 119 132.0 
•	 .14	 • 0.30 •: 093 127 136.5 
15 09 .	 . 090 126 140.0 
16	 ........ .	 0,29	 • .. 0.90	 ... .	 123 136.5 
0.285 0.88 128 145.0 
er.ge.T. :030 :... ..	
0• . 	
. 132.5 
6	 •.	 . ..	 .	 0.52 .L62 .202 125.0 
7 0515 1.60 18 118.0 
9	 0 0.51.5 .	 . 1.62 201 125.5 
0.515 . .....3l	 • 1.60 2O 131.0 
19
•.. 0.52 ... . .. . 0 1.62	 . .	 196 121.0 
20 •	 0.51
•
1.585 0.201	 • 127.0 
21	 .	 . 0.02	 . .	
.
.	 1.62	 . .	 201 124.0 
____ 
Average
____ •.---.- -.-•,-___ 
26 •	 :;: .	 .	 :	 . ••••	 .
.	
56 .:
____ 
113.0 
27 0 77 L 1 3 16 365 115.5 
.28 -	 . •.	 . •:	 . .•..	 0 365.	 . 115,5 
29 . 362 115.0 
Avêrsge :0.77	 . .••	 •:	 ... .	
0 •• 
1.05.. .	 . 5.35	 . .	 65.. .. , 1.20.0 
1.03 5.25	 •• 617 118.0 
34 35.0	 . .	 .	 1.05	 • 1.045
0	 . 
....
5•35 .. 
53200 675	
•.. 
620
126.0 
1106.0 
Average 1,045 : •	 ••	 0 •:	 . . 120,0 
38 1.565 9.55 1073 111.0 
9. 
40 1.55
6.1 •..	 9.48 
9;48
1054 
1093
110.5 
115.5 
Average L558 .	 • ..
____ 
112.3
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Table XXXX shows the mean crushing strength °L Br by 
failure for the hole wall section before riveting. According to 
this table there is no premature exhaustion of crushing strengt 
for plates of less than s = 1 mm, as in the bolted joints. 
The specific strength factors were almost the same fo all thiOk-
messes.	 ven the characteristic wavelike formations were ab-
sent in the whole riveting series. This verifies the fact 'that 
the heads of the rivets and the straps pressed together in riv-
eting, form an excellent support for the plates, and. the larger 
local hole deformations which lower the strength, are avoided. 
It surely would be commendable to ascertain, by experiments, 
'the effect o± the head size of a rivet on the support of the 
hole walls in rivet plates, and through it, on the crushing 
strength. The somewhat higher specific crushing strength in 
the thinner plates is due to the special material quality ob-
tainable in the rolling of thin plates (See Fig. 119). 
At various times Professor Gehler, Leipzig, stated when 
comparing a bolted with a riveted 
the body within the plastic range 
so-called "clamp" effect, is less 
The rivet heads press against the 
of pin joint for the rivet body, 1 
75% more supporting strength than
joint, that the twisting of 
of deformation, due to the 
in rivets than in bolts. 
strap plates and form a kind 
hich gives the rivet about 
the bolt. 
When hammering down the rivet, the hole diameter is usual-
ly enlarged, so that the specific strength values, based upon
N.A.C.A. Technical Memorandum No. 599 	 5 
the nonriveted, original hole coss section, are too high and 
may lead to fallacious results. For thi reason we kept on 
hand several dtplicate specimens of the same groups. The rivet 
heads were carefully ground oft ard one trap removed without 
turni:cigtiTe body ii the hole. Tiën we measured the hOle •diarne-
ter par1lel and perpQndicular to th dllrection of the stress 
with a1ricroscope ;.; up to 1/10 mm accuracy, and, estimated to 
l/100nn.. The results were 41 enlaged holes, due to clinching 
(Table XXXX1) - (Comprre Tc1e XXIII). 
Bäed upon these hole en1a±.fements the crushing strength 
by failu're	 L'Br' for	 ' 
aL!Br
	 dL 
is conrpi,led in Tabl.e XXXXII, in Qom parison to the aL Br fig-
ures. (The lowered	 L'Br values are shown in Figure 119.)
N.A.C.A. Technical Memorandum No 599 
TABLE XXXXI 
Rivet Hole Enlargements after Clinching 
Plate Before clinching 
Specimien thickness Nominal 
S rivet Hole 
dieeter diarneter s 
mm. mm mm rrirh2 
5a 0.3 0.93 
5 0.3 3.0 3.1 0.93 
12 O29 0,90 
1 3 O29 __________ 0.90 
Aver age
_____
_____________ 
10 0.52
____ _______
1.62 
11	 . 0.51
U S 
1 1.585 22 052 1.62 
23 0.51 1.585 ___ 
Average ___
_____ 
_______
__________ 
. ____-	 - 
24 0'? 4.0 4.1 3.16 
25 .77 ___________ -____________ 
Average
____ __________
_______ __________ ____	 ____
5.1 [5.30. 
__ __ 
Ave r age ____	 _______ _______________ 
36 1.54 60 61 
S 3 7 -	 155 9. 48 _______- -
Average
N.A.C.A. Technical Me:orandnmTo. 599 	 7 
	
T 'LXXXXI (cont.)	 '..	 .	 . 
Tr	 A1'i	 c1inchinr 
• Specirien	 ..
Rivet hole	 .• . 
diarne:ter 
d1' 
.	
•:. 
direction 
mm	 '
,,'. 
Average 
dLt 
.	 . 
mm
. 
B
mr
.. S 
s dL 
3.41 
3,3l	 .
3.35 
3.28
3.38 
3.30
0.98 
0.98
1.05 
1.05 
3.20 32i. 3.21 0.945 1.04 
3.2.0 ,..	 3.19 .	 3.20 0.945 .	 .	 1.04 
Average 326 1.045 
• 324 3.22 323 1.72 :.	 1.06 
• 332 3.2 3.27 1.68 1.06 . 
• ':
'	 3q40	 • 3.40 1.72	 . •	 1.06 
3.29 3.2713.281L68 1.06 
_______ 
Avèragé	 1 t	 • '3.30	 ' • ' 1.06 
33 
4.29
43(3
	
•, 
4.26 4.28	 " .'	 ' 3 31	 " 1 05 S 
-__ -__	 ___ 
5.38 5.37	 •. :538 104 
_____
5.20 5.20 
-
5.20	 • 0.3 
Average
6.20
.	 ,' 
6,19
5.30 
6.20 1	 9.9
1.04 
1.02 
•	 ':. 620 '6.30 6.25	 . 9.66' 1.02 
Average , •	 6.23	 ., ,	 ' 1.02
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TABLE XXXXII 
Reduced Orishing_Strength by Failure_Thie to Enlarged Hole 
Mean blade thickness 
5 mm 
Mean orushin{aLRr kg/rnm2 
strength at
	
LEr kg/mm2 failure
0.3	 0.515	 0.77 1.045 11.558 
132.5 124.4 115.0 120.0 112.3 
126.8 117.3 110.0 115.4 110.0 
Measurements to Determine the Amount of Hole Enlargement 
When the strJ3 in a simple iron tension plate exceed the 
limit of safe elastic deformation (yield and elastic limit), 
the material beginto give in its cross section, i.e., at its 
critical point. . This breakiflg down is a000mpanied. by contin-
uous reduction in. cro.ss section under protracted andincreasing 
stress, and subsequently leads to rupture. 
But in riveted joints the conditions are basically differ-
ent. If the strength. of such joints is conditioned by the 
friction of the plates against each other, caused by rivet head 
and .body (hOt riveting), the permanent deformation within the 
cross section range is likewise small, Permanent deformations 
of the rivet hole can occur - in cold riveting - when too much 
clinching enlarges and crushes the hole. And this applies, 
above all, to cold riveting in lightmetal airplane construction 
(Compare Table XXIII). 
Extensive tests have been made regarding the stresses in 
riveted members and the behavior of riveted joints with respect 
to elástic and permanent deformations, of which we shall men-
tion the most pertinent data.
N.A.C;A. Technical Memorañdümo. 599
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Ii.. the. Schwe .izer Bauzeitung; Vol. 88, 1926, page 98, Chief 
Engineer HShn;'Zu±ich, describes the experiments he had made 
regarding the elastic behavior of riveted iron, plates. As aver-
age, he used..'thestress'measurement over plate and strap (See 
Fig.	 120)'.'. '.
	
.	 .	 ...'.	 :.	 .	 .	 ..	 .	 .	 . 
The mean stress of. the. strapsis shown in cr•ve, a, andJ of 
the plates in curve . 'o. . At the intersection a =.. The dot-
ted line P ': (Figs.. 121 and 122) is the so-calledline of ref-
erence. If thereis' a difference between the, thickness of the 
plate and that of the straps, the result is.a r1ative displace-
ment between plate and straps, a so-called inner relative shift-
ing. This occurs at each loading, but varies, that is, in-
creases as the distance increases,.fom the line of reference. 
The shear'in the rivets increases in the same measure, Lor 
it iC due, and due only to. this relative .
 shfting. From elonga-
tion meãsurements in. the transverse planes Q2, Q3 , and Q4 
(Figs. 122, 123 and 124), it was found that the rivets of one-
half of the respective'test specimen were stressed as follows: 
rivet 1 = 77%; rivet 2 = 7%; rivet' 3 	 .15%, while the 'sum 
of the individual stresses was 100% like a 20-ton load. Curve 
Qi depicts the elongations. drosswise to the plate; the middle 
ordinate must correspond to the 20-ton load. 
The inner relative displacenents, elastic under' normal 
conditions, are permanent as soon as the r4ember becomes set 
under higher stress.
10	 N.A.'C..A.' Technical Memorandum No. 599 
But plate and. strap can shift for other rasons as well. 
If a rivet searil becomes loose or even stressed through some 
ohr forces, th.e rivets twist, and we have the so-called 
"slpoage. 11	 hn calls it outside relative displacement. 
This occurred. at 350-500 kg/mm2 shear in the rivets, although 
700 kg/mm2 repre$ents our.preent-day limit. 
:To visualize these procedues• we experimented with plate 
and straps..of India rubber and rivets of glass (Fig, 125) for 
inside relative displacement; plate and straps of glass, rivet 
o.f rubbor (Figo .126). for Outside relative''disp1acement 
.From.his experiments,' Hhi concluded that the calculation 
of a rivet seam nmtst be hased upon these facts. 
Encouraged by these experiments, the author then made a 
series, of tension tests on duralumin rivet joints, in order to 
determine whther all rivets transmit the tension stresses uni-
formly and at the same time parallel to the plates under dif-
ferent stages of stress and rivet.pitch. 
Regarding the size of the. safe permanent hole enlargements, 
very little is known.. 	 defined.; But "the fact that. t .h.e rivets 
(in. HghflI tests) under slowly increasing stress remained per-
fectly fast until failure in oe direction, although they were 
exposed to strong crushing by the higher stress in behding, 
merits special mention, This unchanged behavior is dueS to the 
higher axial force in the body of the rivet, with an' ensuing 
strong pressing together of the plates by the rivet heads. We 
shall refer to this again later,
.'.A.C.A. Technical Memorandum ITo. 599
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On the other hand, there is a locally confined over-streps 
in the riveted joint, followed subsequently by the exceeded 
range of elastic deformation. For multi-rivet, multiple-row 
riveting the result is that the differently stressed rivets and 
rivet holes crush and deform differently, thus' caung an inner 
balance of the stresses :a	 form changes under higher 'tresses. 
Even though we have, to accept local permanent deformations, 
there. .i still a furt1er purpose in the question of deforma-
tion in rivet joints with respect to alternating stresses. Con-
cerning thi$,, Schaehterle emphasizes that 'the above character-
ized conditions are essentially different and less favorable in 
riyeted joints exposed to alternating stresses and ' to direct 
acting.ipipapt forces, so that the danger of loose rivets occurs 
at stresses below the elastic and. the yield limit. An'é±pla-
nation of this question calls for extensive experimentatidin 
repeated, stressing of riveted joints.' It might be 'possible to 
determine the safe stress far enough ' so that we ' cduld speak 
of the unfitness of , a joint when, for instance, the local de-
formations continuously increase under repeated loading, un-
loading, or alternate loading. 	 '	 ' 
Thile describing these tests to determine the safe crush-
ing strength on riveted and bolted joints of duralumin, we 
pointed out at various times, that local deformations occur 
through stretching and enlargement of the rivet holes, bulging 
of plate edges and thickening of hole walls due to crushing
12	 Z.A,C.A. Technical Memorandum No. 599 
presure. In particular, the local stretch and enlargement of 
the hole right up to failure, was quite pronounced, and further 
tests on the problem of magnitude of enlargement and stretch 
appear absolutely necessary. 
Equally important are the needs for further experiments on 
the strength of riveted joints and their behavior under impact 
stresses and stresses with rapid directional changes; the pos-
sible effect o± greater hole enlargemeilts on the danger of in-
creased impact in alternating stresses, and on impact-like 
stresses in general. The last may be visualized in cold-riveted 
joints as having been produced by a preceding loosening of the 
joints and enlarged rivet holes beyond safety even under steady 
but inversed stresses with a resulting lack of elastic stress 
transmission. 
The body of the rivet after a certain distance (the free 
space produced between body and walls) knocks with a certain 
impact against the hole walls. That These dangers are recog-
nized is shown in the provision which states that duralumin 
rivets should have only low working strength against impact. 
Tests of this nature are to be made in the near future, and the 
results will be published later. 
In the following we treat the tests on bolted joints with 
respect to the aiiount of permanent hole enlargement and stretch-
ing for a)sig]eioading, b) repeated loading and unloading, 
and c) different loading periods for the individual stages.
r.A.C.A. Technical Memorandum No.. 99
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In.rnaking these 
shown in Figure 91. 
olate thickness s = 
as in our. first test 
reaed to 6.0 mm. 
Wemea$u'Qd tbe
tests we used the same bolted joints as 
The, plates were of duzalumin (alloy 681B 1/3) 
1.5 mm,. width .. b, edge distance e and r, 
series... Tue 1o1es were drilled 5.9 mm and 
hole enlargements to 1/10 mm exact, a;d to 
]./iOO mm es,iriated, with the microscope. This was made on both 
sides of ,. the plate in order to . forestall the effect of unsym-
metricAl loading of he hole wall on the maitud.e of the uneven 
hole. deformation.. As. mean enlargement	 d we used. tic.
 mean 
of the. increase of the original hole . diametQr.', 
T1e .reu1s are shown in Figures 127 to 131, witI Ad . (mm) 
plotted against th respective load P. Figures.127to 129 
show the	 d values at different stages of loading for single 
and repeated loading at the sarae stage and a three-minute pen-
od each; Figures 130 and. 131 represent the .d values for 
different stages P under one short loading (unloaded as soon 
as stage was reached), followed by a second loading of five 
minutes each. 
Then we photographed the holes in plate No. 4 (Fig. 129) 
(enlarged 6.6 times). This gave a graphic picture (Figs. 132a-k) 
of the stretch in the holes under higher stresses. But the most 
prominent feature is the appearance of the surprisingly high 
permanent deformation of the holes with respect to the original 
area, even at low specific crushing strength in comparison to.
14	 iT.A.O.A. Technical Memorandum No. 599 
our basic GL = 60 kg/mm2 crushing strength. The wings denote 
original diameter. We are cogniza±it of the fact, of course, 
thELt these tests wbre made on bolted joints, which does not per-
mit direct comparison to riveted joints. But we are preparing 
parallel tests for riveted joints so that we shall have compar-
ative figures for both in the near future. 
At that, the present results signify that the customary 
0.2% limit for safe peimanent elongation and yield should be 
used with reservations. Table XXXXIII shows the Ad values at 
different load stages in per cent of th original diameter. 
Up to P = 400 to 450 kg, nO effect of load period for the 
individual stages on Ad was noted, but beyond, Ad showed an 
increase during the fit loading when increasing the period of 
loading: (See Figs. 130 rd 131).
i%T.A..C.A. Technical Memoandumio. 99
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TABLE. .XXXXIII 
Enlargement of Holes DuringDifferent Load Stages 
Crushing 
Specimen No. pressure for 
Hole diameter	 d. individual Enlargement of A d 
Hole area	 L 
load
stages I Ultimate	 Br p	 = Total	 in %. of d 
Crushing strength 0Lr ____ 
kg
___-.. 
kg/mm2 mm	 I
______ 
_____ ________ 
d	 = 6.03 mm 150 13.67 0.02 0.33 
H L	 = 9.0	 mm2 200 22.20 0.035 0.58 
Br = 818 kg.	 . 250 28.67 0.040 0.66 
O	 - 87	 r kcr'	 2 LBr-	 " 400 44.44 0.088 1.46 
500 55.50 0.20 3.30 
550 61.10 0.31 5.10 
600 e6..7 0.47 7.8 _______	 ________ 
d	 = 6.02 mm	 150 16.60 0.005 0.083 
° 1'L	 9.03 mm2	 .	 •. 200 22.:L5 0.025 0.415 
-'
= 800 kg:	 250 2770 0.040 0.665 
89.0 kg/mm2	 300 33.20 0055 0.91. 
400 44.30 0.075 1.25 
500 55.40 0.10 1.66 
--
.	
.±._....__..r 	 . -.--.-- (0.155) - (2.57) 
d	 = 6.04 mm	 .20.0 22.10 0.005 0.083 
N
L	 = 9.06 nhriz	 250 27.60 0.03 0.50 
= 790 kg	 300 33.10 0.055 0.91 
L3r= 87.5 kg/mm2	 400 44l0 0.06 
500 55.20 0.15 2.5 
(0.16) (2.65)
For comparison we again resort to the data of our first 
test series (See Figs. 96-102) as to elngation in the bolted 
joints (Fig. 91). Here the permanent elongation of a bolted 
joint consisting of the same plates yields the figures given in 
Table XXXXIV. 
The measurements of 5 comprised the range of the holes 
and a short plate length. 
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TABLE XXXXIV 
Deformation of Plate Edges in ivicasured Distance 6, (Fig. 91) 
Specimen	 pressure for 
Hole diameter d.	 individual	 Permanent elongation 
Hole area	 stages 
Ultimate load P	 = P	 Total	 j in % of d. 
Crushing stre:gth L3r 
________kg'mru2 ruin 
7.7 0 
14.3 0.0005 
20.8 0.0015 
27.4 0.003 
34.0 0.0075 
40.6 0.027 
47.1 0.055 
53.6 0.0970 
7.7 0 
14.3 0.0005 
20.8 0.0015 
17.5 0.0065 
34.0 0.0215 
40.6 0.03 
47.1 0.063 
53.6 0.113
Assuming uniform loading and.. even stretching and. deforma-
tion in both plates the measured 6 values apportion themselves 
to equal parts of the plates in first approximation. The 6 
values of Table XXXXIV already represent hole enlargements at 
different stages of loading where, of course, the permanent elon-
gation of the small part of the plate included in the measure-
rnent is practically negliib1e. Figre 133 is a graph of the 5 
and d curves plotted against °L' by lower G L (up to 40 
kg/nui2) the values for 5 are considerably lower, by aL > 40 
kg/n1m2,
 as high as the .d curves. 
H; d = 6.00 mm 
H;	 = 9.12 r.ui2 
P = 1030 kg 
113 kg/mm2 
IC].	 = 6.00 mm
H L = 9.09 mm2 
-i Br = 950 kg 
-	 I 
çç GL3T= 10 ig/inm2
0.00.83 
r\ '_, . s..,._ 
0.05 
0.125 
0.45 
0.92 
1.62 
0 
0. 0083 
0.025 
0.110 
0.36 
0.65 
1.13 
1.88 
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The deformation of rivet holes due th crushing stresses 
in the enlarged diameters in the direction of 
thèteñsionänd, • thjhei' M• and higher stages of idading, 
j:n a slight contraction perpendicular to the tension (recog-
niedin*édgingof steel bolts on the sides).	 :1 
In' addition to. the enlarged'holes, the cushingstresseB 
produce 'cruhing' and thickening of the hole edge underneath the 
body •of the rivet (acting as bolt). If the rivet heads do not 
süpport'the'walls, the deformation increases and results in 
'bü1ing :j. the ares.	 m.ximum stress (Fig. 134). This contin-
ues as the stress increases (See Table XXViiI) until the hole 
edges crumble and break, or .at least produce the first drop in 
load prior to breaking'(3de Fig. 135). Figures 135 to 138 rep-
resent various rivet holes shortly before breaking, with their 
characteristiC bulges atthe wails .vhich spread to break. 'The 
crushing strength by'fai]Jure for the plates 'of tet series 1 
is from 10-20%'hiher than in' the last experimenit. 
Gehier recently pointed tothis area'of plastic form 
changes in the compression zone and recommended a 2.5 d instead 
of a 2.0 d edge distance," because the extreme tip o± the plastic 
deformation extends to 1.5 d from rivet hole center.
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Concluding Remarks 
It would be premature to draw any decisIve conclusions from 
these first experiments.for permissible hole enlargements and 
crushing strength factors; tob able to do this requires many 
more exhaustive tests of similar nature but on riveted joints. 
Diregarding for, the present any posibi1ity of reducing the 
hole enlargements as a consequence of plate support through the 
heads of the rivets, we are justified in saying, after these 
tests., that a	 60 to 70 kg/mm	 is a safe crushing strength 
by failure. As to. main,taining the 0 • . 2% limit we remain silent, 
because at 12/l000.mm.this limit •is already reached by GL 
18 to 35 kg/mm2 . Assuming i% =. 60/1000 mm as permanent local 
load,, values of	 = 33 to .46 kg/n12 could still be considered 
safe. Should. we confine.our decisj,on as to fitness or unfitness 
o.f.riveted joints solely to that point at which holes continue 
to become .larger under repeated loading and unloading, our limit 
would already be reached at	 0 to 55 kg/nlm 2 , without con-
siderstion. o the absolute measure of the hole enlargements for 
this stress. ,	 ' 
Another point of view leads us to look into the problem of 
safe crushing pressure a little more • ir detail and to ,point a 
way to 'more uniform strength specifications. According to the 
tests On safe crushing pressure (Part II, following Table XXII - 
N.A.C.A. Technical Memorandum No. 597) the crushing strength by 
failure aL Br(With aL safe = 2.5 safe, for safe crushing
W.A.C.A. Technical Memorandum No. 59 	 19 
pressure 0safe' according to Table xxxxv) yielded the follow-. 
ing values:
TABLE XXXXV 
__________ Crushing Strength for Steel 48 and Steel 37 
___	 S p e c I in e n ________	 Steel 48	 Steel 37 
Plate thickness t mm 	 12.0	 12.0 
Hole diameter d mm	 23.0	 23.0 
Hole area t ci mm	 276.0	 276.0 
Mean crushing pressure by failure 
Br kg (for e = 2.5 d and 
r = 2.0 ci) 
Crushing strength by failure 
Br 
Br	 kg/mm2 
Safe stress 0afe kg/mn2 
(State ai1way specifications) 
Safe crushing strength 
aL safe = 2.5 safe kg/mm2 
a 
Ratio - 
°L safe 
According to this, the limit of permissible crushing pres-
sure for steel plates Steel 48 and Steel 37, used as rivet 
plates is:
/1 GL safe =	 to •) aL Br 
If we aply the same limit values to the present material 
our tests on riveted joints ofura1umin (See beginning of this 
report) would result in
36,350
	
28,200 
	
131.7
	
102 . 2 
	
18.2
	
14.0 -. 
	
45.5
	
35.0 
r°i
	
T2.921
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Br =	 110.0 kg/flUt2 (See test data, Table 
XXXXII) 
	
°L safe =	 r =	 37.0 kg/mm2 
Since the theoretical crushing strength in German metal 
airplane construction oor.esponds to approximately half of the 
tensile stth (See P±t II -	 Technical emorandum 
No. 597), the safety a gainst rupture is amply sufficient. 
But the ideas as to the admissibility of these railway spec-
ificationcro far from .greement in technical circles, as shown 
by the objections egisered in B. Kunze.'s report.* 
it is pointed out that the specified safe crushing pressure 
°L safe = 2.5 X sae was too high, because - assuming the same 
safety - the ratio (factor of safety) 
______- would have to be the same as	 in tension members, 
°L safe	 safe 
'safe	 = safe ter.sion stress (kg/mm2), 
yield point (kg/mi:), 
L safe =safe crushing pressure (kg/mm 2 ), ...... 
GL	 = crus±liflg strengtn (kg/nlm2), for which the 
deformation curve shows a distinct bend 
(See Fig. 90). 
The ivet plates (steel 48) use by the state railway, 
showed:
o. =.33.8kg/mnl2, 
safe = 18.2 kg/mm2. 
and a
	
33.8	 1 
- 
asafe	 18.2 
B. Kunze, "ZuiIssiger Lochleibungsciruck. It 
Feb. 17, 1923.
factor Of safety. 
Die Bautechnik, No. 7,
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The mean crushing trength.was	 L= 65.0 kg/rnm2. Like-
wise, since	 - 
=1,86, 
'Lsafe 
.65 aL safe 1.86 = 34.9 kg/mrn2 
and.
L safe = 18.2 safe = 1. 2 safe 
for the ratio'
	
'	 L safe 
safe 
For the same reasons, Krohn advocated as safe crushing 
pressure the double .shear stress 
GL safe = "6safe 
From the reports read at the Second International Bridges 
abd Supers'tructures meeting at Vienna, September 24-27, 1928, 
we quote from the treatise of S. Gbllik and Findeisenon 
shearing strength and crushing pressure in bolted and in rivet-
ed joints:	 '	 ' 
Vlith d
	 diameter of rivet,	 .	 . 
e = edge distance from plate center in direction 
of tension,	 ' ' 
= crushing pressure, 
= teari.ng strength of plate material, ' 
we have	 . =	 This formula has been checked by numerous
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experiments, and the faiItres invariably occurred in the direc-
tion of the plate axis. 
In order to prevent plate fracture by slitting lengthwise 
to the plate and to make the break occur at right angles to the 
plate axis (transvéra fracture) th &oov.e: formula was to be 
changed to 
which, theoretically, means that a 1 may be of aritrary size, 
providing e is large enough. But this really formulates an 
upper limit for the crushIng strength, because the plate i.s 
heavily upset under crushing pressure. If this continues, the 
plate tears or the rivet heads snap off, for which reason Gehier 
advocated Gi = 2 a as upper1irnit, while ngrnen established 
.3.
 a. as. safe crushing . pe5 sure; in his experiments. 
At the meeti,ng. it,ws proposed to.:seleot aj = 2.3 a as 
safe crushing ;pres:sure, by e.- . 2.5 d, edge distance. 
.Findeisn also. grants.thatthe.riveted joint might be su-
perior to a bolted joint, but he objects to the high a = 2.5, 
while at a = 2.0 the crushiig,pressure in bolted joints al-
ready...beg.ins .tp
 look. serious. He is of. the opinion that the 
question of necessary safety needed more attention and some 
decisive action when formulatIng a suitable value for a 
Gehler htesed the iiecessity of increased caution in 
strictly bolted joiis with rthspèctto the crushing strength, 
and deems a 1
 = 1.5 a sefe appropriate.
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In contrast tothisWeid.mann asserts •that a higher crush-
ing strength factor is permissible because: 
1. The stress due toc±ushing pressure Is locally confined 
to a small portion ofthe plate, while the remainingplate is 
stressed in its whole cross section. 
2. The deformations at entry and when exceeding the crush-
ing strength are in the first instance small and locally con-
fined, and spread 'out little within the material. 
Appendix 
Experiments to Determine the Stress Distribution in 
a Multiple-Row. Riveted Joint 
Motive.- In the calculation of.a riveted joint, it is very 
important to know how the individual rivets in a multiple and 
multi-riveted joint transmit the stresses, and to what extent 
the individual rivets contribute to the support by suitable 
selection of rivet spacing and row spacing;. S 
But it has never become common practice tb .ssume the total 
loading..of:a riveted joint as evenly distributed ovr the mdi-
vidua]. rivets and tO proceed upon this assumption. 
Some preliminary experiments in this connection were begun 
by the D.V.L. in 1927, but hadto be discontinued. Before re-
ferring to these in detail, mention may be made of a very de-
tailed description of a riveted joint under stress and its en-
suing effect. Using Bleich's assumptions, we examine a five-
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rivet, double-row, lap-rivet joint (Fig. 139). 
Some considerations on the theory of riveted joints, with 
special reference to tile calculation of the force distribution 
over the individual rivets in a single-row rivet oint (axially 
stressed plates) (according to Bleich). 
In. Figure 139 we note that: 
s' (kg) =	 stress in plate at between two adjacent 
r1ets,	 say,	 S3 • betwen	 ivets 3 änd 2; 
S't (kg) =	 tress iii plate in section (j
	
between the 
same rivets; 
f t and f't =	 the ó	 ss sections in same section of 
(2) and	 II'
We assume that: 
1. Both rivetshve equal àrosssections, i.e., 
f I = f2 = constant = s 'o; 
2. All rivets are evenly spaced; 
3. All rivets are of equal size and. thickness;t; 
4. The slippage.is neg1igible 
• (This, in particular, applies to metal airplane con-
struction, where cold riveting is used.) The stress 
is simply transmittcdThy . the shear andbending re-
sistance of the rivets. 
Applying a stress to this riveted joint we have, due to 
stress P, longitudinal stresses 01 in plate	 which - 
according to . the amount in which P is transmitted to plate 
by rivets 1 to 5 - decrease in the order of the rivets 
from 1
	
5, as the distance from the point of the applied > 
force increases. Consequently,. G	 is maximum in front of the 
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first rivet in section	 and zero behind rivet 5. 
The same stress conditions apply to plate	 ,'. only the 
decrese of .d 1 'in plate.:	 •isreversed...Fi.gu±e:140 iB a

graphic..presentation of t.he 'qualitative stress.. distribution. 
.';A :gene.-rule' for-achpiate sec .tion.'.ietweei :.t*O adjacent 
rivets is that the sum of the stresses in two adjoinitig. plates 
thust eq .1 . 'the	 Ihe "total. stres	 •Now
our general equation of equilibrium. reads'.as'".".', '1 
Sn,?+ sn't= :	 (1) 
when ii is computed from 1 6, and in our case (See Fig. 
139)
+ S 1	 + S	 = S 3 t + 5 3 11 =	 = S	 +	 = P 
A second equation is' derived from the following: 
Each rive.t transmits, a certain force N, which we shall 
call rivet force. 9ut N i:ist equal the ohaige in plate force 
S from a section ahead of to the section.beiindthe,speotive 
rivet, conformal to the different stresses in these parts, so 
	
N = ' S' - S'^
	
'	 .	 (2) 
where' .:	 i's:coinputed froth. l--6.' 
Thus, *e',':hav'e.,...fo1.:'eXraPle., for rivet 	 ." 
NS 'S'S	 - 53"	
:" 
Iow Bleich	 oves that:	
'	 ..'	 ' 
1. The end rivets have greater force, and the force de-
creases toward the center;
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2. The greatest rivet forces occur on the side where the 
stronger of the two plates ends;
3. .T1e high percentage of force contribution to be taken 
up by end rivets in the case of more than six rivets, remains 
alinot. coistant, so ,thab, any greater number than six is of no 
advantage;	 ' 
4. P'lat sections decreasing toward the ends involve smaller 
differences in rivet forces. 
Objept of 'Exper±ment 
When we d.etermitte the' stress dist±ibütion in the individ.-
ual plate sections between two adjacent rivets, we can define 
the f'orces .3 ±i the '
 indid.'ual	 as rell as the 
individual' rivet 'Thce.s.. Of course it, is difficult. t,o give a 
decisive, quntitative : detei'mina,tion of stress and rive . t force 
disfributioñfb riteted joints of'. light iiietal,.pn account of 
the prevailiig small diñiën's'ion. 	 " 
Preparation ' and Test 
The dimensions of the duralurnin rivet joint, the pitch, 
size of rivets, etc.,, cn be seen in Figure 139. The elonga-
tions were measured. in the central axis in the different rivet 
panels (Fig. 139) (spacing e = 30 mm)' of both plates. We used 
a Fuess tensiometer, and	 = 20 nm ' as edge distance. 'The 
measurements'were repated'several times, i.e.., for reloading 
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and unloading, and the average determined. A test took seven 
minutes. 
The stresses are as follows: 
Hooke T saw is valid within the range of elastic defora-
tion, so
	 .	 .	 -	 . 
_r_a 
where	 1 = measured length, . 	 . 
l =extension of. i, 
1	 1	 •.:	 .. 
- E - 700000' 
the tension.	 V 
Consequently,
•E	 ICLL	 .	 : 
K in this case is	 .. . 
lx 
where x - the transmission (estimated to 1/10 m) =1 : 60000. 
Accordingly	 :............	 .	 .	 ..	 . 
K	 700QOQ.	 '583	 .. . 
2.0 X 60000 - 
and	 .	 . 
G'= '5.83 &l '(kg/rmi2).' '••
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F. e suits 
The corirputed. stress a	 the symmetrical axis of both 
plates is shown graphically in Figures 141 to 143. 
Figures 141 and 142 show the mean stress a plotted against 
stress P for plates ® and. (3 in the sections between two 
adjacent rivets. Figure 142 depicts stress a in the differ-
ent panels (central axis) between the adjacent rivets at various 
load. stages within the range of elastic form changes. 
Conclusions 
(See Figures 141-143) 
The conclusions applicable to any stress within the range 
of elastic deformation are: 
1. The stress in the symmetrical planes of the individual 
panels between two adjacent rivets shows an almost linear in-
crease: w :i-bh •the loading. 
2. The greater the distance of the individ..ual panels be-
tween two adjacent rivets from the point o± ajp1ication of the 
loading, the lower the stress. Te stress is maximuni in the 
panel ahead of the first rivet, although the stress decrease 
does not occur quite evenly with the increase in panel spacing, 
but thi irregularity in the two plates is in all probability 
due to the difference in material strength and insufficient 
accuracy in measurement. 
Assuming, for rough calculation, a constant stress distri-
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bution in the individual panels between two adjacent rivets, 
the decrease in stress in the individual panels is similar to 
that shown in Figure 144 for P = 500 kg and plate 
So when we compute S in the different panels, we have 
S = G q1, 
where
q1 = constant = l5 X 30.0 = 45 mm2, 
and the stress in each panel becomes: 
3fi = 10.5X 45.0 = 475 kg 
5 e1 =	 7.3 X 45.0 330	 " 
Sdl =	 5.5 x 45.0 = 250	 " 
Sc i =	 3.8 X 45.0 = 170	 " 
2.0 X 45.0 = 90 
Sai 1.6 X 45.0 70	 "
The equilibrium equation requires that rivet force N be 
equal to the change of the force in the plates in two adjacent 
panels. So the cuxsory calculation yields for rivets 1, 2, 
and 3, the following rivet force: 
N 1	 Sfi - 5ei = 475 - 330 = 145 kg 
Sei	 = 330 - 250 = 80 " 
N3
 =	 - S =250 - 170 = 80 
We included the decrease in rivet force by increasing dis-
tance from the point of application of force P within range 
of elastic deformation, in Figure 144. It will he seen that 
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the outer rivets have to absorb the greatest force, while the 
stress decreaces. toward the rivet seam. 
Although these preliminary experiments are not to be taken 
as giving conclusive evidence of the behavior of a riveted 
joint, they nevertheless should prove of invaluable aid to the 
designar in his selection of correct riveted joints, rivet 
spacing, etc. 
Translation by J. Vanier, 
National Advisory Coirittee 
for Aeronautics.	 .
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